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Reena Spaulings presents Corruzione, an exhibition of new works by Valentina Liernur.  
In one group of paintings, nude bodies star in erotic scenarios involving a riding crop, a 
sword, and anonymously groping hands. Taken from a graphic novel by Guido Crepax 
(Valentina, 1965), which narrates the psychedelic, time-traveling sexual adventures of a 
hip fashion photographer, Liernur’s images transpose this vintage sexual liberation 
material to fast, thinly painted layers of oil paint and a narrow range of bruise-like 
purples. Blurring the boundaries between work and play, emancipation and enslavement,
possession and projection, these decadent scenes offer up the body as a sort of “flesh 
antenna” for painting while transmitting the cartoonish and retro qualities of freedom and
desire under accelerated conditions of reification.  A second group of works mostly avoids
paint, presenting pre-distressed areas of “jeans” material, treated with varying degrees 
of fading and riddled with designer-ish holes.  Probably inspired by Chanel’s Fall Winter 
2015 collection, which features garments that seem to be pre-eaten by future moths, 
these un-painted paintings deal in lowly, cheap, kitsch desire, flaunting a carefree, 
feminine attitude that results in theatrically distressed see-through objects. Installed with
the denim, a couple of monochromatic oil paintings bear the marks of the artist’s 
fingernails.  These scratched surfaces are a sort of nonconscious gray matter that makes 
itself receptive a little shock or trauma. Corruzione is like a low budget production that 
exploits thrifty, underdeveloped modes of communication, where acting and effects, 
bluffing and magic, immediately surrender their distinction.  It’s an exhibition in the 
mode of a comic book, presenting a Valentina who finds her way to New York, where she
quickly becomes as successful and lost as the locals. Offering oneself up as a thing for 
others could be the basis of either cooperation and freedom or brute exploitation. In 
either case, what counts is to move quickly and transform confusion into productivity.     

This is Valentina Liernur´s first show at Reena Spaulings Fine Art. Recent solo exhibitions
include Valentina Liernur (2012) and FIEBRE (2010) at Ruth Benzacar/Buenos Aires. 
Recent group shows include New Galerie/USA(2013), Fundación Proa/Buenos Aires 
(2013), Gramatura/Brasil (2012), Formalistsidewalkpoetryclub/USA (2011), 
Westfalischer Kunstverein/Germany (2009). Liernur lives and works in Buenos Aires.    

Gallery Hours:  Thursday through Sunday, noon to 6pm.


